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Abstract

Acoustic measurements from a hovering full-
scale XV-15 tiltrotor with the advanced

technology blades are presented which show the
directionality of "fountain effect" noise.
Predicted acoustic directivity results are also
presented which show agreement with the
measured data. The aeroacoustic code,

WOPWOP, was used in conjunction with a
mathematical model which simulated the

fountainlrecirculation aerodynamic effect on the
rotors' blade surface pressures. The predictions
were used to identify the spike character in the
measured data as fountain effect assocuued noise.
The directivity of the fountain effect noise was
observed to be dominant at the rear of the aircraft
with increased intensities 45 degrees below the
rotor disk planes.
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Hovering tiltrotor aircraft have a unique
noise mechanism which is related to the complex
aerodynamics caused by the wings obstructing
the downwash from the two rotor systems. The
wing establishes a nearby partial ground plane.
These aerodynamics are generally characterized
(Ref. 1) by a portion of the downwash from each
rotor disk (directly above the wings) being
diverted inboard after contacting the wings. The
flow then collides over the fuselage with a

similar flow from the opposite side rotor. The
combined flow rises directly above the fuselage,
splits and is then entrained into each rotor. This
dynamic area of stagnation and subsequent
reingestion has been called a fountain-like
process. Because the fountain/recirculation
phenomenon affects the flow within the disk
approximately over the wings, the inflow
characteristics associated with the rotor systems
are different at these azimuthal stations relative to
the remainder of the rotor disk. The resulting
noise mechanism, called the "fountain effect", is

hypothesized to result from the localized changes
on blade loading which result when the blades
pass through the area effected by the
recirculation.

The fountain's mean flow and its effect

at the rotor disk has been found to vary as a
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function of time, producing an unsteady blade
loading over this portion of the rotor disk. These
changing loads effect loading and broadband noise
mechanisms. Coffen and George (Rcf. 2) have
presented noise calculations for discrete frequency
and broadband noise which incorporate a
"fountain effect" aerodynamic model. One of
their results show that the fountain effect

associated acoustics have a strongly directional
radiation pattern toward the aircraft's rear.
Because of limited availability, little
experimental data was presented for comparison
to these predictions in reference 2.

This investigation was conducted to
identify the fountain effect associated acoustic
radiation patterns in measured data and to further
validate the discrete frequency noise model
presented by Coffen and George. Measured data
from a recent NASA Langley/Ames far-field
acoustics hover test for a full scale XV-15

tiltrotor arc used for prediction comparison. The
rotor systems on the experimental XV-15 were
the Advanced Technology Blades (ATB, Ref. 3)
so these were modelled in the theoretical
calculations. Previous work with the fountain

effect model used the original XV-15 metal blade
rotor systems. The purpose of the joint NASA
test was to characterize the system noise
directivity patterns of an XV-15 tiltrotor in hover
mode. These data are ideal for comparisons
because this carefully controlled experiment
yielded high quality acoustic data allowing high
directivity resolution.

The acoustics far-field test was simple
in concept to assure quality acoustic data. The
test consisted of hovering the XV- 15 over a fixed
point while remote systems were acquiring data
relative to aircraft positioning, local weather and
associated acoustics. These data systems are
described below.

While the far-field acoustics test design
was kept simple, several assumptions about the

XV-15 rotor system being modelled were
necessary. These assumptions are also described
below.

Experimental Setup
Test Locadon

The hover test was conducted at the

Moffett Field Naval Air Station, California,

USA. The runway system and research tunnel
facilities were on standby for the duration of the
acoustics test. The test was performed on three
consecutive days in early December, between
sunrise and about three hours after. These

precautions and timing made the ambient

acoustics and weather conditions optimum for the
teSL

The test area included the northernmost

portion of runway 14R-32L and an adjacent field
(Fig. 1). A hover point was selected and marked
on the centerline of the runway. Microphone
locations were accurately determined by
surveying techniques every 15 degrees at a
constant distance (152.4 m) from the hover
point. The adjacent field was flat having
primarily two types of vegetation. The
vegetation consisted of a tall grass variety and
sagebrush, neither of which exceeded 0.5 m in
height. Areas close to the microphone locations
were cleared of vegetation if it was tall. The
mean microphone altitude relative to the hover
point was +0.55 meters with a standard deviation
of 0.2 meters.

Positioning System

A two theodolite sighting system was
used as an aid to position and maintain the
XV-15 over the hover point at test altitudes.
Two theodolite stations were established
approximately 183 m from the hover point at
right angles. The theodolite operators were in
constant audio and visual contact with the pilot

and co-pilot of the XV-15 during hover. By
using such contact, this real-time feedback
system was able to reliably and accurately
position the aircraft at specific altitudes with
observed precision of +/- 0.6 m. These precision
metrics were true for the X and Y directions as
well.

Weather Data System

The weather measurement system
consisted of a winch-controlled, helium-filled

balloon, sensor/telemetry package and a ground
based receiver connected to a computer for control

and data storage. The balloon and sensor package
were systematically raised and lowered from
ground level to about 153 m to obtain weather
data as a function of altitude. The system stored
averaged measurements of pressure-altitude,
pressure, relative humidity, temperature (wet
bulb and dry bulb), wind speed and direction with
a time stamp at 10 second intervals. These
parameters allowed the accurate estimation of air
density and the speed of sound for prediction
purposes and a real-time update of wind values
and inversion layers conditions during the test.
The density and speed of sound estimates were
later averaged as a function of altitude.



AcousticInstrumentation

The acousticinstrumentation consisted

ofa twelve-microphonearraywhich was in the

shapeofa semi-circle(Fig.l).The microphones

were omnidirectionalI/2-inchcondenser type

(B&K 4134S) having a frequency response of

0.01-40,000Hz with a maximum sound pressure

levelof 160 dB. The microphones were secured

tol m squareground boardsafterbeingmounted
with3-inchfoam windscreens.

The signalsfrom thetwelvemicrophone

systems(microphone,preamp and adapter)were
recorded on a Honeywell 101 FM

instrumentationrecorderata tape speed of 15
inchesper second This recordrateresultedina

dynamic rangeof48 dB and a databandwidth of

50 kHz for each of the signals.
Microphone calibrationswere performed

witha pistonacousticcalibratorat the beginning

and end of each dailytestperiod. White noise

injections were also performed to assess the
specific microphones frequency response
variability. Ambient noise levels were recorded
before and after each test and if possible for short
periods within the test phase. This was possible
several times when the XV-15 was required to
power down for safety checks.

The analog acoustic data tapes were
returned to NASA Langley for processing on the
Acoustics Division Data Reduction and Analysis
System (ADDRAS, Ref. 4). The ADDRAS was
used to perform acoustic signal calibration,data

stream selection, anti-alla_filtering, digitization,
engineering units conversion, display and

storage.

Operating Procedur_

The test operating conditions included
several values of rotor RPM, gross weight and
altitude.Allaltitudesreportedherearereferenced

to therotordisk heightswith the nacelleangles
setto90 degrees. Each hover testpointrequired

a sampling period with the vehicleheading at

two values 180 degreesaparttocollectthe full

circumferential acoustics. Once a specific rotor
RPM was established and the aircraft was directed

to location by the positioning system, data from
the microphone array were recorded by the
acoustic instrumentation system for 30 seconds.

The aircraft demonstrated precision
handling qualities during the hover test. Only at
the 156 m altitude hover condition was vehicle

position movement of concern.
Aircraft gross weight was not controlled

but was constantly monitored and recorded. A

knowledge of fuel consumption rates as a

function of power setting/duration and the initial
aircraft weight allowed a time dependent
determination of aircraft gross weight. Changes
in gross weight during the test period were
observed to be approximately -21 pounds per
minute; at 589 RPM; at altitudes above ground
effect conditions and below 152.4 m.

A polar coordinate reference system was
used which has its origin exactly between the
two rotor system hubs (with nacelle tilt at 90
degrees; helicopter mode). The origin is a point
on the reference plane which is defined to be
coplanar with the two rotor disks' tip path planes
(Fig. 2). Each of these planes are assumed
parallel to the ground for the hover condition.

Data presented here am from eight 30
second flightsrepresentingfour altitudes, eight
aircraft weights having a mean of 13161 pounds
and standard deviation of 206 pounds at constant
RPM of 589 (rotor tip speed; 235 m/s). Table 1
lists the flight conditions for these test points.
A more detailed description of the hover test and
acoustic results is presented by Conner and
Wellman (Ref. 5).

XV-15 TiltrotorAircraft

The XV-15 aircraft (Fig. 3) is a 13,000
pound (design gross weigh0 proof of concept
research vehicle for tiltrotor technology. It was
designed to display generic tillrotor characteristics
with respectto performance and acoustics.The
aircrafthas 7.62-m-diameter3-bladedrotorson

tiltablenacelleswhich are wing-tip mounted.

The tiltablerotor systems allow vertical,

helicoptersimilar,liftoff/hoverand transitionto

airplanemode for highercruisespeeds. During

thistransitionthe liftingsurfacechanges from

the rotating blades to a combination of the

rotatingbladesand wing toallwing. Further

detailsaregiveninReference6.

In the mid-eighties,to accommodate

aircraftgross weight increasesand to increase
performance inthe hoverand tiltrotormodes, the

composite ATB were designedand fittedtothe

XV-15 (Ref. 3). The composite materials

allowed greaterdesign flexibilityto include

nonuniform taper,43 degreesofnon-lineartwist
and detachable tips and cuffs. This design

resultedinbladesthathave a solidityof0.I03.

During the hover tests,the basic cuff

and basictipswere fittedto theblades. For all

flights,the wing flaps were positionedfully

downward toreduce wing download. The rotor
systems were setto be in phase;angularoffset

between the two rotorsystems was 0 degrees.

The two nacelle housed engines were

mechanically connected and produced similar



operating speeds of 589 RPM. This produced an
acoustic blade passage frequency of 29.45 H_z, tip
speed of 235 m/s and a nominal hover tip Mach
number of 0.69. The nominal disc loading is
13.2 pounds per square foot relative to the design
gross weight.

Theoretical Setup
Fountain Model

The fountain effect model presented by
Coffen and George is an aerodynamics model to
simulate the effect of the fountain/recirculation

flow on blade loading. It is a ['u'st approximation
model. The results of this model are used in

conjunction with the aeroacoustic code,
WOPWOP (Ref. 7), developed at NASA
Langley, that predicts the discrete frequency
noise of helicopter rotors by employing Farassat
and Succi's most advanced subsonic acoustic

formulation (Ref. 8). The code allows for

realistic helicopter blade geometry, motions and
aerodynamic loadings which are input by the
user. The accuracy of the acoustic results reflects
the fidelity of the input provided.

The rotor geometry for the ATB blades
on the XV-15 were defined from data provided by
Boeing Helicopter Company and general blade
information from Reference 6. The actual time

varying blade loadings for a hovering tiltrotor
have not been well defined and are the subject of
ongoing investigation. Thus some assumptions
have been made in developing the loading model
used in these WOPWOP calculations. For the

fountain effect aerodynamics model, the blade
motions were assumed to be unaffected by the
reeirculalim/fotmtain effect for the hover case; ie,

the flapping, feathering, and lagging degrees of
freedom are assumed to be azimuthally constant.

As the exact nature of the fountain flow

and its effect on the rotor blade loading is not
known, a mathematical model was developed to
simulate this phenomenon by introducing a
deficit in the inflow velocity over the wing. The
parameters of the model are based on the chord of

the wing and an empirical deficit quantity. The
main effect of the inflow velocity deficit is to
increase the angle of attack of a blade element as
it sweeps over the wing, that results in a time
varying blade loading and thus produces sound.

The mathematical model, based on flow
visualization tests, defines the width of the
affected region to be 4/5 of the wing chord with

an inflow velocity deficit of 20%. A sketch of
the inflow velocity profile near this region is
shown in Figure 4. As the blade approaches the
region over the wing, the inflow is made to
decrease as a quarter sine wave to 80% of the

constant inflow velocity calculated from
momentum theory. The inflow profile is
symmetric about the mid-chord point of the
wing. The forward sweep of the wing is not
accounted for. Figure 5 depicts differential
pressures as a function of azimuthal station
showing the effect of the quasi-steady model of
reference 2 on blade surface pressures as a blade
sweeps over the wing (wing center station; 270
deg). The three curves are typical pressure
changes at three example spanwise locations.
The model used twenty-five spanwise locations
for the acoustic calculations. Twenty-five
leading edge and twenty trailing edge chordwise
locations were used to model the blade lower and

upper surfaces.
The fountain effect model is

approximate and is currently substantiated only
by flow visualization experiments. It simulates
an idealized flow disturbance caused by the wing
obstructing the downwash. Further investigation
into the recirculating/fountam effect will provide
more accurate models in the future.

Blade Loading Distribution

As user input, WOPWOP requires the
pressure on the blade surface as a function of
azimuth, radial station and chordwise position.
This problem can be quite complex for a rotor in
forward flight, while the hovering case is
simpler. The problem lends itself to a 2-D blade
element simplification. The loading
characteristics of each radial station are calculated

as if for a 2-D airfoil in a steady flow. Lift and
drag were interpolated from airfoil specific data
provided by Boeing. These data represented
measured results for the specific airfoils as a
function of Mach number and angle of attack for
steady 2-d flow.

Modelling an accurate quasi-steady
chordwise pressure distribution on the ATB
blades is a mc_re complicated problem considering
the variables involved in the process: rotor
thrust, inflow conditions (attached or separated),
geometric angle of attack, rotor tip Mach
number, etc. For standard NACA airfoils, the

steady chordwise pressure distribution can be
approximated using the velocity addition method
of Abbott and Von Doenhoff (Ref. 9). This
method is accurate for slender airfoils at small

angles of attack (fully attached flow) and low
Mach numbers. The ATB blades ate not standard
NACA airfoils and in order to use accurate

chordwise pressure distributions, one would have
to rely on experimental data or CFD results. As
neither of these alternatives exist, the chordwise

loading was modelled using a triangular loading



distribution.Thissimplificationwasbasedon
thepremisethatthe loadingdistributionsare
approximatelyacousticallycompact.

Therearetwoconditionsfor acoustic
compactnessgivenbyFarassat(Ref.IO).Oneis
that thedistancefromthesourceto observer
shouldbemuchgreaterthanthelengthscaleof
thesource.Usingacollapsingsphereanalysis,
thetimetakenfor asphere,collapsingon the
observerattherateof M= 1, to cross the acoustic

source should be much less than the period of the
acoustic pressure fluctuation. This implies the
following compact limit:

robs >> chord

chord/((1.-Mtip)*c ) << 1/frequency.

To arrive at an upper limit for frequency for the

XV-15 in hover, use the following values: Mti p
=0.65, the chord at 90% radius = 0.34 meters,
and assume a speed of sound of 340 mls. This
implies that the accuracy of the chordwise

pressure distribution is unimportant for
frequencies less than 350 Hz for the "worst case"
calculation. One should note that the blade
tapers towards the tip. Also the relative Mach

number decreases inboard of the tip and at all
observer locations not direcdy behind the aircraft
and inplane with the rotors. Thus, most cases
will be accurate to significantly higher
frequencies.

The compactness assumption was tested
by comparing the WOPWOP calculations of
three different chordwise distributions for the

XV-15 (single rotor calculation) using the
standard metal blades which employ NACA 64
series airfoils. The three distributions were

constant chordwise loading, a triangular loading
distribution where the maximum pressure
occurred at the 1% chord point, and a chordwise
accurate pressure distribution calculated using the
velocity addition method of Abbott and Von
Doenhoff. The total lift on each blade element

was the same for the three loading distributions.
A near in plane observer location to the rear of
the aircraft (0=-11, _--0) was chosen so as to
maximize the acoustic directivity effect due to the
Mach number of the blade as it passed through
the fountain moving towards the observer. The

results of these calculations are shown in Figures
6 and 7. The spectra are very close out to about
800 Hz (Figure 7, Harmonic number:. 28) where
the constant chordwise loading method deviates
significantly. The triangular loading distribution
is shown to be a valid and accurate simplification
as it never varies from the velocity addition
technique results by more than a few dB

throughout the spectrum. Also note that the
OASPL differs by less than an half a dB for the

triangular loading and chordwise accurate loading

Operational Procedures

Two WOPWOP runs were performed
for each observer location predicted to account for
the two rotor systems on the XV-15. Because
WOPWOP does not conveniently allow
clockwise rotating (from above) rotor systems, a
mirror image scheme was used. The results of
each run were then summed to give the total far-
field prediction. The summed pressures were
then doubled to correct the free-field prediction to
a hard surface estimam.

When performing the predictions,
weather data derived parameters were used as
input to WOPWOP. Table 2 lists the altitude
dependent avezaged derived

In the predictions, in addition to
adjusting the collective to account for the
different air densities at altitude the rotor lift was

set at 111% of aircraft weight to approximately
account for the wing download.

Results

Environmental

The ambient noise OASPL levels were
at least 20 dB below the lowest XV-15 hover

acoustic data with the majority of the acoustic
energy at frequencies below 200 Hz. The

windspeeds associated with the eight flights
presented here were low with a mean of 0.9 m/s
and standard deviation of 0.7 m/s with variable

direction. The windspeed variability was
associated with altitude being lowest at ground
level and reaching a maximum at 135 m. No
temperature inversion conditions were observed
during this test period.

Experimental Acoustic Directivity

The spherically corrected (to 57.2 rotor
diameters) acoustic time histories show distinct

side-to-side and fore-aft symmetry relationships.
Figures 8-11 show the circumferential pressure
time histories for the polar angles measured (0=
-7.1, -12.6, -23.0 and -45.7).

Similar trends in side-to-side symmetry
are evident at each of the polar angles. The
amplitudes and periods are similar for each side-
to-side comparison. At the rear there is less side-
to-side symmetry, including differences in spike



amplitude,timingandfrequencycontent.Thisis
duetotheside-to-side differences in the unsteady,

asymmetric fountain flow which dominate
rearward sound radiation. (The fountain
unsteadiness is discussed in reference 11).

Fore-aft asymmetry is the most striking
trend present in these data. With respect to the
long period (low frequency) loading and thickness
associated noise, there is an azimuthal dependent
amplitude and period modulation evident in the
forward data. This is seen in the time domain

data of Figure 8 (for example) at three azimuthal
stations (W=150,165,180). The characteristic
periods of the time domain data are longer at
_=150 and 180 relative to the periods observed at
_=165. Also the amplitudes of the acoustic data
at _=165 is lower than the amplitudes at _---165
and 180. This observed period and amplitude
modulation is associated with interference pattern
effects resulting from the two rotor systems. (For

frequency domain integrated metric summaries of
this phenomenon refer to Reference 5.) More
specifically, this is due to the varying differences
in the source-receiver path length and varying

Doppler effects of the rotating acoustic sources of
the two rotors. This modulation is distinct in
the acoustic data associated with the three

shallow polar angles but not so at 0 = -45.7.
With respect to long period and amplitude
character, the entire set of time histories for 0 =

-45.7 is difficult to interpret because of the
presence of broadband noise.

A different type of amplitude
modulation appears in the rear acoustic data (for
example Figure 11). This trend applies to the
high amplitude spikes and the lower amplitude
thickness and loading components found in the
rear acoustics. The general trend is for the
amplitudes to be smallest at the sides (_ = 90
and 270) and have a maximum directly behind the

airc_t (V = 0).
The presence of the short duration, high

amplitude spikes is another difference between
the fore and aft acoustics. In the data associated

with the three shallow polar angles, the spikes
are only found in the aft acoustics. The data
associated with O -- -45.7 has observable spikes
in the forward area but they are much smaller
than those in the rear stations. The fore-aft and

polar angle dependence of these spikes are shown
in Figure 12. The spikes do not occur in the
forward acoustic data but are present in all of the
rear data. These spikes are due to the rapid
change in lift as the blades pass through the
varying inflow over the wing. The resulting
sound is preferentially radiated to the rear of the
aircraft due to the Doppler amplification effect.
This radiation directivity is similar to BVI

radiation directivity because both are dipole
acoustic sources. At 0 = -45.7 the spike

amplitudes are approximately three times larger
than the amplitudes at the other polar angles.
Spike amplitude variability as a function of time
is also observed at all polar angles. This is also
due to the unsteadiness in the actual fountain
flow.

Theoretical Acoustic Directivity

The WOPWOP output is a time

dependent pressure fluctuation for a single blade
passage. For comparison purposes, these data
were repeated and concatenated to produce
multiple blade passages as in the experimental
data. The side-to-side symmetry comparisons for

the predicted data are inappropriate because they
are theoretically identical using the present
model.

The fore-aft symmetry relations are
subject for comparison. Figure 13 shows
theoretical time domain data for the conditions
associated with O = -45.7. With respect to

amplification modulation, the rear acoustic data
is similar to the experimental data (Fig. 11).
The spike pulses are at a minimum at the sides
and grow to a maximum at the rear. The
theoretical long period (thickness and loading)

components are modulated similarly. At 0 =
-45.7, the theoretical data shows the spike

phenomenon present in the fore and aft acoustic
data. being of higher amplitude in the rear
relative to the forward data. The theoretical data

spikes always appear with equal positive and
negative pressure contributions.

The predicted fore-aft and polar
dependence of the acoustic data are shown in
Figure 14. General trends in spike amplitude
relative to the aircraft's front and rear acoustics

are similar to the experimental data (Fig. 12).
In the predicted forward acoustic data, the spike

phenomenon is present at the three deeper polar
angles (0= -12.3, -23.0, -45.7) although the
amplitudes are small relative to the associated
rear acoustic amplitudes. Such spikes are not
observed on the forward experimental data. In the
rear acoustics, as with the experimental data (Fig.

12), the amplitudes of the spikes at 0 = -45.7 are
much larger than the amplitudes at the shallow

polar angles.
The location of the spikes in the

predicted and experimental data relative to the
long period loading and thickness noise
components is shown in Figure 15. The spike
perturbations in both the time series

systematically occur at the same time relative to
the longer period pressure fluctuations. In both



thedatasets,thelow frequency loading noise
component takes approximately 22 milliseconds
to transition from its minimum to its maximum.

About twelve milliseconds are required to go
from the maximum back to the next minimum.

These two time segments when summed make

up one blade passage period. The spike
perturbation systematically occurs during the
latter part of the maximum to minimum
transition.

The dashed line segments located on the
long period components of the predicted time
series of Figure 15 represent the WOPWOP
prediction for these time periods for the same
aircraft conditions with the fountain model

removed from the calculations. The spiked
pressure fluctuation is associated with the
fountain effect mechanism. These results

suggest the spikes observed in the experimental
data are similarly due to the fountain effect noise

mechanism. These results are not specific to
these particular 0 and _ positions but are
representative of other 0,¥ combinations tested.

Discussion

The relativetiming and magnitudes of

the acoustic spikes in the predicted and

experimental data suggest they arise from the
same mechanism; the fountain effect. Experience
with conventional helicopter noise mechanisms
suggest that these conventional mechanisms are
unlikely to produce pressure fluctuations of such
duration and amplitude when in the hover
condition. The character of these spikes might
reasonably suggest a near-parallel BVI situation,
but these are not generally observed in hover
aerodynamics because the downwash sufficiently
displaces the shed vortices so as to prevent it and
the tip vortices are essentially perpendicular to
the blades. The general agreement in directivity
comparisons between the predicted clam with the
fountain effect model and these experimental data
also support the fountain mechanism. In the
future, this result can be more rigorously tested
by acoustic triangulation techniques to identify
the location of the spikes' origins, relative to the
disk planes of the tiltrotor.

The fountain effect noise mechanism
produces far-field spike-like pressure fluctuations
which have directivity patterns that show
increased amplitude in the rear of the tiltrotor

with a region of increased amplitudes 45 degrees
below the disk planes as one would expect from
an unsteady lift dipole sound source. These
pressure fluctuations are at a minimum on the
tiltrotor's sides and increase to a maximum
directly behind and below the aircraft. The hover

acoustics test did not allow a full mapping of the
fountain effect noise directivity because lower
polar directivity associated acoustic data are
needed. The present test revealed this fact.
Additional far-field acoustic measurements using
a wider range of polar angles are needed to fully
map the fountain effect acoustic directivity.

The modulation effects observed in the
front of the tilffotor am believed to be a result of

the interference patterns resulting from the two

rotor systems. Resulting from different somxe to
observer geometries associated with the two

rotors and a single observer, the source signals
have relative phase differences when summed in
the far-field. This can produce the observed
period and amplitude modulation that was
observed in the data. These effects are not
believed to be associated with the fountain effect
mechanism.

The variability of the experimental data
relative to the predicted results suggest the
fountain/recirculation phenomenon is dynamic
with some long timescales (relative to acoustic
timescales). The observed side-to-side variability
may be associated with fountain/recirculation
aerodynamics which vary slowly relative to
acoustic timescales. These observations could

conceivably be associated with the tiltrotor's
stability during the hover tests but recent scale
model flow visualization studies at Cornell

University show similar random side-to-side
fluctuations in the re,circulation flow. The flow

visualization study on a 1/12 scale tiltrotor
showed the fountain flow dynamics to be
unsteady and to randomly move from disk to
disk. The extrapolation of this character to the
hovering XV-15 could result in associated side-
to-side variations in the far-field acoustics. The

two independent experimental results corroborate
each other.

The theoretical model proved useful in
predicting and identifying the acoustic fountain
effect character in the experimental data. It
predicted the large trendscorrectly but failed to
simulate side-to-side (longer timescale, dynamic )
characteristics. The waveform shape differences
between the predicted and experimental data arc

related to the differences in complexity of the real
world aerodynamics and those modelled.
Refinements in the fountain effect acoustic model

will only follow a better understanding of the
local aerodynamics associated with the tiltrotor
aircraft.

The observation of multiple spikes as
observed in the experimental data (Fig. 11, _ =
30, 45, O= -45.7) shows that the current fountain
model does not encompass all of the physical
phenomena. Detailed aerodynamics modelling



combinedwith much needed aerodynamic
experimental studies and experiments using
pressure instrumented blades may clarify this
conceptual model in the future.

Conclusions

Noise mechanisms and directivity patterns which
are unique to tiltrotor aircraft were studied. They
result from tiltrotor-specific aerodynamics which
mainly occur in hover mode. The "fountain
effect" noise mechanism produces distinct time
domain pressure fluctuations, and azimuthal
amplitude variations due to phasing and Doppler
differences between the two rotors. Acoustic
measurements from a full-scale XV-15 tiltrotor

withtheadvanced technologyblades are presented
which show the nature and directionalityof

tiltrotornoise. Predicted acoustic directivity

resultsare alsopresentedwhich show agreement
with themeasured data. The aeroacousticcode,

WOPWOP, was used in conjunction with a
mathematicalmodel which simulatedan idealized

fountam/recirculationaerodynamic effecton the

rotor'sblade surface pressures. The model

simulated the fountain flow by introducinga

deficitin theinflowvelocityover the wings and
used quasi-steadyaerodynamics toevaluatelift

changes. The predictionswere used to identify

the spike character in the measured data as

fountaineffectassociatednoise. The directivity
of the fountaineffectnoise was observed to be

dominant attherearof theaircraftwith increased

intensities45 degrees below the rotor disk
planes. Future aerodynamic studies are warranted

to increase the understanding of the
fountain/recirculation flow and to evolve a more
accurate mathematical model.
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Table 1. Hover test flight conditions* and resulting geometry..

FLIGHT

1

2

3

4

5

6
7

ALTITUDE

(m)

18.9

18.9

34.1

34.1

64.6

64.6
156.1

156.1

GROSS
WEIGHT

(Ibs)

13469

13498

13140

13108

13071

13041
12696

HEADING

rde_)
i i

140

320
140

320
140

320
140

NOMINAL
0

(deg)

-7.1

-7.1

-12.6

-12.6

-23.0

-23.0
-45.7

12998 320 -45.7

NOMINAL
r/R

40.1

40.1

41.1

41.1

43.4

43.4
57.2

57.2

all flights 589 RPM
relative to disk plane
heading of 140 degrees; rear acoustics sampled
heading of 320 degrees; forward acoustics sampled

Table 2. Altitude dependent derived variables from weather data.

ALTITUDE POLAR DIRECTIVITY DENSITY SPEED OF SOUND
0 P c

(m) (deg) (k_/m 3 ) (m/s)
18.9 -7.1 1.2774 335.32

34.1 - 12.6 1.2744 334.45

64.6 -23.0 1.2686 333.99

156.1 -45.7 1.2564 333.77

Figure 1. Moffett Field test area.
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Figure 2. Geometry of coordinate system.
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Figure 3. XV-15 Tiltrotor in Hover Mode.



FOUNTAIN INFLOW VELOCITY
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Figure 4. Schematic of Velocity Deficit due to Fountain Effect.
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Figure 5. Fountain Model Results of Differential Pressure at 25% Chord
for Three Example Radial Stations.
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